P R O F I L E
C O M P A N Y

TURNING YOUR

DREAM
TRAVELS

INTO A MEMORY !

About

Amazing
Ceylon
Tours

so hard if you aren't
Why work
going to play as hard ?
We at Amazing Ceylon Tours
understand that a vacation
should revitalise your complete
being, including your body,
mind, and spirit. Quench your
hunger for learning, adventure,
inspiration,
luxury,
and
once-in-a-lifetime events. Begin
your adventure with us and
venture off the beaten path to
discover what lies behind the
clichés.
When you decide you need a
vacation and want to travel
somewhere lovely, amusing,
adventurous, and restful all at
the same time, we propose a trip
to Sri Lanka. Amazing Ceylon
Tours is glad to arrange that
vacation for you and to assist you
in the best way possible. Simply
send us an email, and our team

of skilled travel experts will assist
you in devising an appropriate
schedule for Sri Lanka tours at
the best possible rates.
The new standard of travel has
arrived. We've adapted to
traveling in the post-pandemic
age, and we're willing to keep
going despite the difficulties.
Amazing Ceylon Tours is ready to
get you back on an aircraft and
transport you to Sri Lanka for the
finest vacation of your life.
Despite its small size of 66,000
square kilometers, Sri Lanka is a
treasure trove of magnificent
beaches, rain forests, charming
villages,
hill
country
tea
plantations, centuries old ruined
cities, emerald green paddy
fields,
fascinating
cultural

traditions, spectacular pageants
and festivals, spicy, exciting
cuisine, and so much more.
All of this takes place on a small
tropical island whose residents
have gained a well-deserved
reputation for friendliness and
hospitality. Our skilled travel
planners have chosen a few of
our themed tour itineraries that
we feel would provide you with
an amazing trip in Sri Lanka.
We
cater
to
tailor-made
itineraries
based
on
your
demands for individuals who
have diverse holiday interests in
Sri Lanka.
So please do not hesitate to
contact us if you want a
customized schedule.

Discover Sri Lanka
Why should Sri Lanka be in your
bucket list? Sri Lanka is famous
for its rich biodiversity, large
cinnamon and tea exportation,
and stunning natural wonders!
It's also known as the Pearl of the
Indian Ocean and has diverse
cultural and religious elements
across the nation.
In Sri Lanka a variety of cities
across the island provide the
discerning traveler with a host of
opportunities. From cultural
events to historical sites, from
intriguing
trails
across
mountains to lazing on sunny
beaches, Sri Lankan cities are an
exciting venture that should not
be missed.

The
beautiful
beaches
of
Passikudah and Kalkudah are
charming
picture
postcard
destinations on the east coast. In
the
south
Kataragama,
dedicated
to
the
Lord
Kathirkaman, is the city of gods
and it attracts Buddhist and
Hindu pilgrims by the dozen.
Jaffna in the north, with its rich
culture and history, is home to
the Tamil speaking population
of Sri Lanka and has distinct
traditions as well as cuisine.
Anuradhapura
and
Polonnaruwa,
the
Ancient
Kingdoms of Classical and
Medieval Sri Lanka, are symbolic
of an era of kings and queens,
dynasties and dogma. Nuwara

Eliya is a hilltop city with tea
plantations, colonial bungalows,
horse
races
and
golf
tournaments, reminiscent of
English weather and life in
Colonial Ceylon.
Mirissa is the city to see whales
while Kalpitiya is a favourite for
Dolphin viewing. Numerous
wildlife
parks
and
nature
sanctuaries
provide
wildlife
enthusiasts with the adventure
of a lifetime. The list goes on and
the cities continue to tempt and
tantalize travelers with their
stories, their sights and their
distinct personalities.

What
do we offer?
Dependability
Amazing Ceylon Tours is one of the most reliable and experienced travel agency in Sri Lanka. It helps you plan
your trip to Sri Lanka and helps you gain an enriching life experience. With expert travel agents, it offers
customized tour packages according to your requirements and budget. Pack your bags and be ready to
explore Sri Lanka with us.

Accountability
Travel to Sri Lanka with Amazing Ceylon Tours to get the best travelling experience. We have partnered with
the best and experienced travel agents to provide you the perfect and specialized tour package. They plan
your tour according your budget, duration, and interest. We also help you with your airport transfer, guide,
hotel, sightseeing and all kinds of activities in Sri Lanka.

Value for money
Amazing Ceylon Tours has paid attention to lone passengers and how they travel. That is one of the reasons
we have launched new packages designed exclusively for such individuals. So no more spending thousands
of rupees on a backpacking trip. Simply relax, tour, and enjoy the sights with all-inclusive assistance from
Falex Lanka!

Experience
Are you planning to spend your vacation in Sri Lanka? Contact Amazing Ceylon Tours to help you arrange the
perfect trip to Sri Lanka. It is a well-known and trustworthy travel agency in Sri Lanka, working in
collaboration with the top travel agents to create your ideal vacation to Sri Lanka within your budget.

Tailor Built Travel Packages
For your convenience, we have launched our very own Sri Lankan tailor made packages to help you organize
the finest holiday possible! A tailor-made holiday is completely unique to you. A local travel specialist tailors
it to your requirements, interests, and budget. And because we specialize in tailor-made trips, it fits you
precisely, just like a tailored suit. A tailor-made vacation is certainly a fantasy vacation. You are free to do
whatever you want, your way. We handle all of the planning, saving you time and hassle. However, you retain
complete control over the planning process from start to end. You communicate with our team of travel
professionals, who serve as your primary point of contact.

OurVision

Serving
our customers,
seeking their
complete happiness,
& delivering
high-quality tourism services,
we are committed to our country's
social, cultural, &
environmental
realities.

Being
acknowledged
as one of the
elite leaders in
Sri Lanka's tourist sector,
as well as for the
quality of our services
and our commitment
to the growth of
our nation.

OurMission

Destination
Sri Lanka
Anuradhapura

Habarana

Negombo
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Galle

Koggala

Yala

Day

Tours

VISIT
THE SACRED CITY
OF KANDY

Kandy is the hill capital of Sri Lanka and is a hub city from which all towns in Sri
Lanka can be reached. Reached from Colombo by the Colombo-Kandy road, which
is the country’s main trunk route, Kandy can also be accessed by rail with the
journey being extremely scenic and train services being both regular and reliable.
Kandy is home to the Sacred Tooth Relic of the Buddha which has lain here for the
past four centuries, since first being enshrined in what is now the Dalada Maligawa
by King Wimaladharmasuriya I, and this has seen the city become a focal point of
pilgrimages. Its heritage has made Kandyan culture unique, with everything from
its food to its attire being different to other parts of Sri Lanka. Located in Peradeniya
on the outskirts of Kandy the Peradeniya Royal Botanical Gardens is spread over 147
acres. Established in 1374 as a pleasure garden for the Kings of Gampola and Kandy,
and later added to in times of British rule, the Gardens boast of more than 4,000
species of trees, plants and creepers.

VISIT
THE CULTURE-FILLED
ANURADHAPURA
Anuradhapura, a magnificent and sacred city, was Sri Lanka's political and religious
capital for 1300 years before being abandoned following an invasion in 993 AD. The
temple was built around a clipping from the Buddha's BO tree, known as "The Tree
of Enlightenment," which was claimed to have been transported there in the third
century B.C. Anuradhapura is home to some of the tallest dagobas, as well as the
ruins of palaces, monasteries, and temples, including the famed Temple of the Holy
Bo Tree. You may see "the Tree of Enlightenment," which is claimed to have been
transported there about the 3rd century B.C., and embark on a sightseeing tour of
the city's many dagobas, palace ruins, monasteries, and temples.

VISIT
THE OLD TOWN
OF GALLE
The boutique style high-end tourist idea in Sri Lanka, a relatively new concept that
is quickly gaining traction, originated in Galle, with the Dutch Fort itself hosting
some of the best in this category. Galle retains a strong Dutch influence, with its
unique architecture, much of which has been painstakingly restored! Galle has
attracted a lot of Europeans who have made it their home in the last decade, many
of whom run their gorgeously renovated residences as tourist guest houses and
hotels. The beaches around Galle are among the greatest that the coastline has to
offer, helping to make this location one of the most popular and fabled.

EXPLORE
THE DAMBULLA
ROCK FORTRESS
The Dambulla cave temple (also known as the Golden Temple of Dambulla) is a
World Heritage Site (1991) in Sri Lanka. The Dambulla cave monastery is still
functional and remains the best-preserved ancient edifice in Sri Lanka. Meanwhile,
you can also visit Sigiriya. The Sigiriya rock is believed to be a hardened lump of
granite from a long-eroded volcano. Regardless of its age, the magnificence of the
palace still furnishes an astonishing insight into the resourcefulness and imagination of its builders.

TRAVEL TO
POLONNARUWA
Polonaruwa is known for its large rock cut images, which have been preserved
perfectly over the many centuries. The unique set of statues cut out from a single
granite wall with supreme esteem and the town came gradually to become the
‘Country Residence’ of royalty.

VISIT
THE COMMERCIAL CAPITAL
OF SRI LANKA
Colombo, as tumultuous as it might be at times, has a curious combination of old
and new, lending it a unique character. The city's historic area still has colonial-style
architecture, and the great old buildings seem oddly out of place against the
backdrop of the more modern multi-story steel and glass towers. Similarly, its
clogged major roadways flanked with flashy name boards and flashing neon
billboards stand in sharp contrast to the British-planted tree-lined boulevards. It's a
bit of a culture shock for a first-time visitor, but Colombo is the kind of town that
grows on you, with its laid-back demeanor making even the most frazzled tourist
feel at ease right away.

TREK
THROUGH THE SINHARAJA
FOREST RESERVE
Sri Lanka's Sinharaja Forest Reserve is a significant national park. Sinharaja Forest
Reserve, designated by UNESCO as a Biosphere Reserve and a World Heritage Site,
is home to a variety of unusual plants and species. The region is densely forested
with indigenous flora and animals of Sri Lanka. It is also regarded as the country's
final tract of tropical rainforest, making it extremely important.

OFF ROAD
THROUGH
UDAWALAWE NATIONAL PARK
Udawalawe National Park, which covers 30,821 hectares, is well-known for its
enormous elephant population. As a result, this national park is great for viewing
herds of magnificent Asian elephants in their native surroundings. It is reported
that over 400 elephants live here in total, with approximately 250 of them considered permanent residents. Many additional animal species live in the national park,
including the rusty-spotted cat, fishing cat, and Sri Lankan leopard.
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Package 01

Time for Adventure
This trip program is likely to appeal to adventure
seekers of all ages. It features thrilling activities
including animal safaris, rock climbing, white water
rafting, waterfall bathing, camping, and surfing on Sri
Lanka's unique beaches. Adventure excursions in Sri
Lanka feature accommodations at exceptional
family-friendly holiday resorts for your comfort.

Day 01
Day 02/ 03
Day 04
Day 05
Day 06
Day 07

- Colombo
- Sigiriya
- Knuckles
- Kithulgala
- Colombo
- Departure

Highlights

▶ Action-packed White-Water Rafting session in Kelani
River
▶ Mountain range- encounter stunning landscapes and
viewpoints at Knuckles mountain range
▶ Climb the magnificent Sigiriya Rock Fortress
▶ Get your adrenaline pumping with waterfall abseiling
in Kitulgala
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Package 02

Roots of Sri Lanka
Our exclusive classic tour itinerary provides a gateway
to having a great travel memory in this tiny island Sri
Lanka blended with an overwhelming dose of history,
UNESCO World Heritage Sites, thriving green tea
regions, thrilling wildlife excursions, and breathtakingly
beautiful beaches to suit your fancy while staying at
star class accommodation settings throughout your
Ceylon holiday.

Day 01
Day 02/03
Day 04
Day 05
Day 06
Day 07
Day 08

Highlights

- Negombo
- Dambulla
- Kandy
- Nuwara Eliya
- Yala
- Galle
- Departur

▶ Elephants bathing and playfully splash
around in the shallow water in Pinnawala
▶ The majestic Golden Buddha Temple at the bottom of
the hill in dambulla Cave Temple Complex
▶ Astonishing wildlife spotting safari in Yala National
Park
▶ Kandy Tooth Relic
▶ Fascinating Rumassala Temple and its secret tales

AMAZING CEYLON TOURS (PVT) LTD
No. 1143/ D/ 23, Kings Manor,
Liyanagoda, Pannipitiya.
071-99 41 727
info@amazingceylontours.com
www.amazingceylontours.com
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Package 03

Rich in Culture
This cultural trip of Sri Lanka is ideal for an in-depth
examination of the history, culture, and traditions of
ancient and current Sri Lanka. Beginning in
Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka's oldest kingdom, and ending
in Colombo, the island's commerce centre and biggest
city, this journey includes all cultural highlights as well
as a taste of the hill country's natural splendor.

Day 01
- Colombo
Day 02/03
- Anuradhapura
Day 04/05
- Sigiriya
Day 06/07/08 - Kandy
Day 09
- Nuwara Eliya
Day 10
- Ella
Day 11
- Udawalawa
Day 12
- Galle
Day 13/14
- Colombo & Departure

Highlights

▶ Check out the remnants of spiritual past in Cultural
Triangle
▶ Visit to undiscovered remote jungle village of
indigenous people
▶ Try your talent at age-old traditional fishing method
with local fishermen
▶ Take an instagrammable shot at 9 Arch Bridge you
can ever take in Sri Lanka
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Package 04

Family in Paradise
Choose this specially planned family tour in Sri Lanka to
take your family on an unforgettable vacation. While
the young and active are away climbing "Mini Adam's
Peak," the elderly may kick back, relax, and enjoy the
views from their hotel, or everyone can spend a day out
on a game drive in Yala National Park. Every stop on
this schedule has something unique to offer both
young and elderly!

Day 01
Day 02/03
Day 04
Day 05/06
Day 07
Day 08
Day 09
Day 10/11/12
Day 13/14

Highlights

- Colombo
- Sigiriya
- Kandy
- Nuwara Eliya
- Ella
- Yala
- Mirissa
- Bentota
- Colombo

▶ Discover captivating cultures in Cultural Triangle as a
family
▶ Partaking in cooking and share a delicious lunch with
a local family in a village
▶ Take a rocking and rolling train journey to hill country
of Sri Lanka
▶ Wonder at exotic wildlife with a safari in Yala National
Park
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Package 05

Bathing in Luxury
In this specially designed luxury tour of Sri Lanka,
Amazing Ceylon Tours provides luxury at its finest. We
focus on providing top-notch accommodation and
transportation throughout the country in this itinerary,
ensuring that luxury and relaxation are your primary
focus in making this holiday memorable. Please let us
know if you have any additional attraction choices, and
we will adjust the itinerary appropriately.

Day 01
- Colombo
Day 02/03
- Sigiriya
Day 04/05
- Kandy
Day 06/07/08 - Hatton
Day 09
- Yala
Day 10/11/12 - Weligama
Day 13/14
- Negombo

Highlights

▶ 4×4 safari at Minneriya to witness largest gathering of
asian elephants in the world
▶ Trek along tea trails & experience the art of making
Ceylon tea
▶ Get a jump on a leopard-spotting safari through Yala
National Park
▶ Take a swim and snorkel in the turquoise bay beneath
cape Weligama
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Package 06

Over the Railways
Trains in Sri Lanka are an exciting way to travel and the
finest method to discover the country's natural
splendor. By choosing a train trip in Sri Lanka, you may
organize your vacation using a very economical form of
transportation to see the nation. There are luxury and
moderate-class government-owned and private rail
services to popular tourist locations in Sri Lanka.

Day 01 - Colombo to Kandy (by car)
Day 02 - Kandy to Nanu Oya (By Train)
Day 03 - Nanu Oya to Ella (By Train)
Day 04- Exploring Ella
Day 05 - Ella to Yala (By Car)
Day 06 - Yala to Mirissa (By Car)
Day 07 - Mirissa to Bentota (By Train)
Day 08 - Bentota to Colombo (By
Train)

Highlights

▶ Pay homage to the sacred Tooth Relic of Lord Buddha
at Kandy Temple.
▶ Enjoy magical train journeys on earth passing
phenomenal sceneries
▶ Challenging hike to Ella rock through lush tea fields
▶ Take the prominent “Palm Tree Photo” on coconut
tree hill
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Package 09

Hit your score with Golf
Despite its tiny size, Sri Lanka has made the best of its
natural beauty and beautiful scenery, as well as the
limited space, to develop stunning golf courses around
the island. This golf trip in Sri Lanka is particularly
created for individuals who want to indulge in their
passion for the game and discover the country's four
excellent golf courses, which are also ranked among
Asia's best.

Day 01
Day 02
Day 03
Day 04

- Colombo
- Digana, Kandy
- Nuwara Eliya
- Hambantota

Highlights

▶ Golfing at a championship golf course in Kandy
▶ Take a scenic boat ride in Gregory Lake
▶ Play a round of golf at challenging hilly course while
enjoying the stunning surroundings
▶ Go on a sensational wildlife safari in Yala National Park
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Package 10

Wildlife Tour in Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka has 22 National Parks designated by the
Department of Wildlife Conservation, making it a
world-renowned biodiversity hotspot. This Wildlife Tour
in Sri Lanka covers wildlife in all major locations of the
nation, from Yala to Minneriya to Udawalawe. On this
adrenaline-filled vacation of Sri Lanka, you will
experience national park hopping, exhilarating jeep
safari drives, and adventurous nights of camping
within national park vicinities!

Day 01
Day 02/03
Day 04
Day 05
Day 06/07
Day 08/09
Day 10/11
Day 12/13
Day 14

Highlights

- Colombo
- Wilpattu
- Sigiriya
- Kandy
- Nuwara Eliya
- Udawalawa
- Yala
- Sinharaja
- Departure

▶ Leopards and Sri Lankan sloth bear sightings
▶ Birdwatching trail in forbidden Udawatte Kele
Sanctuary
▶ Get close to majestic creatures – elephants in
Udawalawe National Park
▶ Capture sunlight creeping through canopy and
pooling on the forest floor in Sinharaja

Travel
Packages
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Package 07

Ramayana Tour
The narrative of Ramayana has captivated many
generations, and as a result, it has had a profound
effect on art and culture throughout India and
Southeast Asia. This ancient poetry is particularly
identified with Sri Lanka because various places in Sri
Lanka have been discovered that have a relation to the
events in the narrative. The Ramayana Tour in Sri Lanka
is meant to focus solely on these places and
relationships.

Day 01
Day 02
Day 03
Day 04
Day 05
Day 06
Day 07

- Negombo
- Kandy
- Nuwara Eliya
- Bandarawela
- Kataragama
- Colombo
- Departure

Highlights

▶ Captivity places of Sita Devi – Ramboda and Seetha
Amman Kovil
▶ The pilgrimage site where princess sita underwent to
‘Agni Pariksha’
▶ Hidden place of King Ravana – Ravana Cave
▶ Pay respect to God Kataragama participating a
traditional pooja ceremony
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Package 08

Honeymoon Bliss
Looking for a method to unwind and relax after the
stress of wedding planning? A honeymoon in Sri Lanka
allows couples to unwind by lounging beside many of
the exotic coastal beaches, cuddling with a cup of tea
amidst breathtaking views of the highlands, spice up
your vacation by exploring World Heritage Sites, hiking
through tea plantations, and enjoying adventurous
wildlife experiences, all of which combine to make a
memorable honeymoon tour. In addition, this magical
tiny island has an incredible assortment of boutique
hotels and luxury accommodations to treat the happy
couple! There you have it, all the reasons to select Sri
Lanka for your romantic holiday and fall in love all over
again while enjoying the beautiful scenery.

Day 01/02
Day 03/04
Day 05/06
Day 07/08
Day 09
Day 10
Day 11/12
Day 13/14

Highlights

- Colombo
- Tiripanne
- Kandy
- Nuwara Eliya
- Ella
- Yala
- Koggala
- Colombo

▶ Visit the hidden gem of Yapahuwa Kingdom
▶ Try a savoury roti with a hot cup of Ceylon tea in the
chill climes of Ella
▶ Romantic candle lit dining experience inside the
jungle of Yala
▶ Evening walk in the old-world colonial charm of Galle
Fort and capture magical sunsets

